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certain types of cayity. These complications have
been outlined.

5. The relationship of artificial pneumothorax to
collapse therapy as a whole in the management of
pulmonary tuberculosis is reviewed and its
limitations are assessed.
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BOOK REVIEWS
THE DIAGNOSIS OF THE ACUTE

ABDOMEN IN RHYME

By ZETA. Illustrations by PETER COLLINGWOOD.
2nd Edition. London: H. K. Lewis. 1949.
6s.

In cunning lay
'Tis Zeta's way
Diagnostic points to phrase,
And so in rhyme
We'll keep in time
And sing his well-won praise.

Now students all
Hear well this call
If labours you would lighten,
This book I plead
You all should read
And so your studies brighten.

We must not claim
To know the name
The author has forbidden,
But there's a hope
'Tis in your scope
To find it not far hidden.

D.L.M.

AIDS TO PSYCHOLOGY
Bv JOHN H. EWEN, F.R.C.P.E., D.P.M. 3rd Edition.

Pp. Vii + I92. London: Bailliere, Tindall &
Cox. I1948. 5s.
This'useful little book has now expanded by two

chapters. It is easy to cavil. Freud and psycho-
analysis, for example, are confined to three pages,
and there is no reference to statistical procedures,
However, one cannot but admire the Procrustean
ingenuity of the author in compressing so much
so"much.

W.N.L.H.

VIRAL AND RICKETTSIAL INFECTIONS
OF MAN

By Several Authors. Edited by THOMAS M.
RIVERS, M.D. PP. 587 with 77 illustrations, 6 in
colour. J. B. Lippincott Company. 1948.
Price 45s.
Written by a group of American experts under

the editorship of the Director of the Rockefeller
Institute, this excellently produced book is pub-
lished for ' interested people not actively engaged
in the study of viral and rickettsial infections.' It
should be said at once that this is an out3tandingly
useful addition to medical literature and may well
become a standard textbook. It deals with all
aspects of these diseases but emphasis is placed
throughout on describing the data, gained either
clinically or by research, of the aetiological agent
itself. The clinical side is by no means neglected
but has been a secondary consideration.
There are two main divisions, The first, of 3ome

I50 pages, deals with general considerations; the
second deals sectionally with each disease or
disease-group. In the first part are found detailed
descriptions of physical and chemical procedures
and principles involved in virus laboratory work,
electron microscopy (with many fine micro-
photographs), serology, chick-embryo techniques
and tissue-culture propagation of viruses. The
many to whom much of this material is new will
find this section thoroughly readable and full of
instruction. The few who may be considered ex-
perts will find here an up-to-date precis of all
modem virus work with ample references to
original sources. It might be said that this section
resorts to too exact a description of details in
techniques which is unnecessary and fatiguing for
those for whom the book is intended. This may
occasionally be so as in the precise description of
chick-embryo techniques, but it must be remem-
bered that the essence of this portion is to give an
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